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1: Understanding Number Sense | Math Solutions
Promoting Number Sense in the Middle Grades. Defines number sense and gives suggestions and activities for
teachers to use in helping students develop number sense, including using process.

Why Is number sense important? Number sense is important because it encourages students to think flexibly
and promotes confidence with numbers. How do you teach number sense? A large body of research has shown
that number sense develops gradually, over time, as a result of exploration of numbers, visualizing numbers in
a variety of contexts, and relating to numbers in different ways. Burns suggests the following key,
research-based teaching strategies to build numbers sense: Model different methods for computing: When a
teacher publicly records a number of different approaches to solving a problemâ€”solicited from the class or
by introducing her ownâ€”it exposes students to strategies that they may not have considered. Mental math
encourages students to build on their knowledge about numbers and numerical relationships. When they
cannot rely on memorized procedures or hold large quantities in their heads, students are forced to think more
flexibly and efficiently, and to consider alternate problem solving strategies. Parrish, Have class discussions
about strategies for computing: As noted in Classroom Discussions: Most of the math that we do every
dayâ€”deciding when to leave for school, how much paint to buy, what type of tip to leave in a restaurant,
which line to get in at the grocery store relies not only on mental math but estimations. To do that, estimation
must be embedded in problem situations. Question students about how they reason numerically. Asking
students about their reasoningâ€”both when they make mistakes AND when they arrive at the correct
answerâ€”communicates to them that you value their ideas, that math is about reasoning, and, most
importantly, that math should make sense to them. Exploring reasoning is also extremely important for the
teacher as a formative assessment tool. Pose numerical problems that have more than one possible answer:
Problems with multiple answers provide plenty of opportunities for students to reason numerically. Carlyle,
Ann, and Brenda Mercado. Teaching Preschool and Kindergarten Math: Conklin, Melissa, and Stephanie
Sheffield. Gersten, Russell and D. This post was published on the now-closed HuffPost Contributor platform.
Contributors control their own work and posted freely to our site. If you need to flag this entry as abusive,
send us an email.
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2: Number Sense: the most important mathematical concept in 21st Century K education | HuffPost
Developing Number Sense in the Middle Grades (Curriculum and Evaluation Standards for School Mathematics
Addenda Series. Grades ).

Dry-erase, water-based, or grease markers Learning Objectives Students will: Grade 6 NS 1. Students solve
problems involving fractions, ratios, proportions, and percentages. Grade 7 NS 1. Make sense of problems and
persevere in solving them 2. Reason abstractly and quantitatively 3. Construct viable arguments and critique
the reasoning of others 5. Use appropriate tools strategically 6. Attend to precision 7. Look for and make use
of structure 8. Look for and express regularity in repeated reasoning Grade 6 RP Cluster Statement Understand
ratio concepts and use ratio reasoning to solve problems. Grade 6 NS Cluster Statement Apply and extend
previous understandings of numbers to the system of rational numbers. Apply and extend previous
understandings of multiplication and division of fractions to multiply and divide rational numbers: Interpret
products of rational numbers by describing real-world contexts. Apply properties of operations as strategies to
multiply and divide rational numbers. Convert a rational number to a decimal using long division: Understand
that rewriting an expression in different forms in a problem context can shed light on the problem and how the
quantities are related. Solve multi-step real-life and mathematical problems posed with positive and negative
rational numbers in any form whole numbers, fractions and decimals , using tools strategically. Apply
properties of operations to calculate with numbers in any form; convert between forms as appropriate; and
assess the reasonableness of answers using mental computation or estimation strategies. How could you use
this resource? The worksheet provided can be used for homework or lessons. This resource is very easy to use.
EL and Special Needs This resource gives a very visual way to understand fractions, decimals, and
percentages. It address the needs of EL students and other students with special learning needs.
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Note: Citations are based on reference standards. However, formatting rules can vary widely between applications and
fields of interest or study. The specific requirements or preferences of your reviewing publisher, classroom teacher,
institution or organization should be applied.

Please note there is a week delivery period for this title. Once you have successfully made your request, you
will receive a confirmation email explaining that your request is awaiting approval. On approval, you will
either be sent the print copy of the book, or you will receive a further email containing the link to allow you to
download your eBook. Please note that print inspection copies are only available in UK and Republic of
Ireland. For more information, visit our inspection copies page. We currently support the following browsers:
Internet Explorer 9, 10 and 11; Chrome latest version, as it auto updates ; Firefox latest version, as it auto
updates ; and Safari latest version, as it auto updates. How do children develop number sense? What are the
most effective teaching methods and resources? How can research findings inform classroom practice? This
fascinating book, designed as a companion volume to Teaching Number Sense for the later primary and early
secondary years, will help you answer these questions, and more. She uses a balance of theory and practice to
help teachers deal with the problems and issues they encounter on a day-to-day basis in mathematics teaching,
including examples for use specifically in the classroom. This book will prove essential reading for trainee and
established mathematics teachers alike. Table of contents Chapter 1: Numeracy in the 21st century.
Understanding Numbers Chapter 3: Making Sense of the Operations Chapter 4: Developing Additive
Thinking Chapter 5: Developing Muliplicative Thinking Chapter 6: Calculating with Measures Chapter 7:
Decimals, Fractions and Percentages Chapter 8: For information on how we process your data, read our
Privacy Policy.
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Developing Number Sense in the Middle Grades by Barbara J. Reys, Rita Barger, Frances Curcio (Editor) starting at $
Developing Number Sense in the Middle Grades has 1 available editions to buy at Alibris.

This page includes Number Worksheets such as counting charts, representing, comparing and ordering
numbers worksheets, and worksheets on expanded form, written numbers, scientific numbers, Roman
numerals, factors, exponents, and binary numbers. There are literally hundreds of number worksheets meant to
help students develop their understanding of numeration and number sense. In the first few sections, there are
some general use printables that can be used in a variety of situations. Hundred charts, for example, can be
used for counting, but they can just as easily be used for learning decimal hundredths. Rounding worksheets
help students learn this important skill that is especially useful in estimation. Comparing and ordering numbers
worksheets help students further understand place value and the ordinality of numbers. Continuing down the
page are a number of worksheets on number forms: Near the end of the page are a few worksheets for older
students on factors, factoring, exponents and roots and binary numbers. Learning Numbers Number Posters.
There are a few different number posters in this section. The first two, with bird and butterfly themes include
various ways of representing numbers from 0 to 9. Two versions of the numerals are used to demonstrate
different printing styles, a Braille version and an American Sign Language version are also included to make
students aware of different ways of representing each number. A linear representation and a ten-frame
representation follow which is then followed by a pictorial representation using the theme. The poster sized
numbers are just that Number Recognition Posters for 0 to 9 with a Bird Theme Number Recognition Posters
for 0 to 9 with a Butterfly Theme Poster sized numbers black Poster sized numbers Outline Poster sized
numbers Color Writing Numerals and Numbers In the writing numerals to 20 worksheets, you will find that
the A version includes all numbers, B to E versions have about half the numbers included, F to I versions have
about a third of the numbers included and the J version includes no numbers All versions include dashes under
the numbers, so students have a reference for where to place the numbers. You can access the other versions B
to J once you select the A version you want below. Counting Worksheets Ten Frames Ten frames help
students visualize numbers in relation to They are used for many purposes, but the worksheets below are
introductory and familiarize students with ten frames and give them practice using them. This allows students
to develop a mental image of skip counting. With larger numbers, including groups of items become
impractical, so numbers are instead printed on the cars. For example, a hundred chart can be used to model
fractions and to convert fractions into decimals. Not magic, just math. Hundred charts can also be used as
graph paper for graphing, learning long multiplication and division or any other purpose. A common use for
hundred charts in older grades is to use it to find prime and composite numbers using the sieve of
Eratosthenes. This makes the number useful for many different grouping activities. Another reason is the
Common Core Curriculum in the United States requires first graders to count to A third reason is that
includes some three-digit numbers which could be a good introduction for some students into the hundreds
place. Each row starts with a multiple of ten rather than ending with a multiple of ten. For example, when
students count collections of items in rectangular patterns, they may use skip counting or multiplying to speed
up their counting. Counting using number lines There are much better number line worksheets on the Number
Line Worksheets page.
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5: Guide to Help Your Students Develop Number Sense | Top Notch Teaching
Grades Developing number sense in the middle grades: 8. Curriculum and evaluation standards for school mathematics.
Addenda series. Grades Developing number.

Friday, July 17, Building Number Sense in First Grade Building number sense in first grade can seem
daunting but with the right number sense activities and lessons, it can be a lot of fun! In this post, I hope to
share with you a lot of engaging number sense ideas that will help your students continue to build their
number sense all year long, no matter where they are at when they come to you from kindergarten. Use it A
TON. The more they see it, the better. Use the number chart as a classroom management tool! Make a
poster-sized number chart and hang it on the wall. Print out my number cards and put them in a bucket. When
students are being good or if they meet a goal you set for them , pick a student to go pick a number out of the
bucket. They bring you the number and you color it in on the number chart. Be sure to use a light colored
colored pencil or crayon so they can still see the number easily. You can bet EVERY kid is watching that chart
when it happens, looking at the numbers, and trying to figure out which ones they still need, especially as it
gets more and more filled up! Announce the number excitedly. Can someone come show me where 55 is? The
beauty is that it will take a LONG time to fill up the chart before you get a full line so you can use it as a
behavior management tool for awhile. After you get a full line, think of something fun to do as the secret prize
like an extra recess with popsicles or whatever you want to give them! Have fun math stations that use the
Chart! One of my favorite chart centers and I have a lot is Who Am I? I have this in a bunch of fun themes like
ocean animals, farm animals, bugs, zoo animals, etc. Just tell your kids that the animals have taken over the
hundreds chart and you need them to help you figure out which number the animal stole Easy but great
practice! Another chart activity I love is Race to Fill. All you need for this center is empty charts. Have
students work in partners to race to fill up the chart. They sit next to their partner and share a blank chart.
When you say GO, the first partner writes in 1 and hands it quickly to their partner who writes 2 and gets it
back to write 3 and hands it to their partner who writes Then you can move up to the charts and eventually the
chart. Oh, this is important - have students write with markers and make sure partners have a different color so
that you can see they did their equal share. Another fun game is Boxed Out. Students take turns drawing a
number and placing their color marker on the number. First person to get 5 numbers in a row in any direction
wins! You can also have them color in the number in their color crayon. Have a small group of students sit at
your teacher table. Take the stack of cards and put them upside down in front of you. Hold the first card up in
front of the 1st student at your table. If they can tell you what number it is "thirty-two" , you give them the
card. Have them separate the cards into 2 upside down piles then they each flip one at a time from their pile.
Whoever has the bigger number gets to keep both cards. Great number recognition and number sense practice!
Easy small group activity. Dice just seem to make anything more fun! For Roll A Number, they simply roll 2
dice.. So if they roll a 2 and a 3, they made Simple, effective subitizing practice, number recognition, number
writing, etc. Anything you can make seem like a game is a win! If you are counting together during calendar
pointing to a poster on the wall, stop it! Have them sit in their seats so you can walk around and ensure every
person has their finger on 1 to start. Once everyone is on 1, have them touch 1 and say "one," touch 2 and say
"two," touch 3 and say "three," etc. Only count to 20 the first few days. Spend a lot of time making sure every
student is touching the number as they say it. Do this as a math warmup every day! Once they get good at 20,
move up to 50, then , then You can also add counting by 2s, 5s, 10s, etc. It will really help them see how it
really does skip by 2 or skip by 5 or skip by 10 on the chart. Make chart puzzles! I wish I could say I thought
of it and I wish I knew who did! Print charts on a few different colors of copy paper, cut them up, and put
them into baggies as a center. I recommend only doing 1 puzzle in each color so that if the pieces get mixed
up, your students know which baggie to put them back into during cleanup. You can just give them to your
students to complete without any guidance OR give them a white NOT cut up chart to lay their pieces on top
of as a guide if they need extra help. Another fun idea is to write numbers on the back of puzzle pieces and
have them put it together. The piece puzzles from the dollar store are perfect! I have little cards that have ten
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frames, written form, objects apples , dots, and finger counting cards for numbers You can use them for so
many different things! You can pick any 2, or 3, or 4 however many they can handle! For example, have them
match the number cards 3 to the ten frame 3 dots on a ten frame card. Easy mix and match centers! Also great
for working with small groups! You can really use these over and over all year. Puzzles are also fun to match
up the different representations of a number Use cut and paste activities! Anyone who reads my blog knows I
have cut and paste activities for every math concept imaginable. Make sure they can actually count pictures or
objects and figure out how many. A lot of kids just keep counting but they need to understand that when they
are counting, when they run out of objects, they STOP and that is how many there are. Worksheets are a quick
and easy way to assess their counting skills! Use centers to practice counting One center I love because it is
self-checking are just simple counting puzzles. They simply count the object, match it to the write number,
and then write the number on their recording sheet next to that object! Another center I love for counting is
Grab It! Students simply grab a handful from the bucket and put it in front of them. Next, they guess how
many they grabbed, and write it on their recording sheet. Then, they count the objects and write the real
number in the 2nd circle. You can make it seasonal and cute or just use any math manipulative or even fun
objects like scary eyeballs at Halloween. The bigger the object, the easier the center is.. Another fun center
that your students will love is Stack It! Do your students love building towers with their math manipulatives?
Student A rolls the dice and whatever number he rolls starts his tower - so if he rolls a 3, he stacks 3 cubes and
stands them up. Student B rolls a 5 and stacks 5 cubes and stands it up. Now it gets tricky! Each time they roll,
they make that number by linking that number of cubes together first AND THEN try to connect their new
stack to their existing, standing stack and not have it fall over. They obviously want to build that tallest tower
possible without it falling over. If you cry, you never get to play again. Not sure what this center would be
called Race to Fill it Up! Each student gets a cup. On their turn, they roll the dice and put that many of
whatever the object is in their cup. First to fill their cup wins! Have the line leader start at 0 and the person
behind them says 1, next person says 2, etc. If you do 2 lines, have them race! Counting Forward from Any
Number Oh man, counting on from any starting point! This can be a tough one! With a bunch of exposure to
the chart using the number sense activites above, though, they should be able to rock it soon enough. I know, I
know.
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6: Number Sense Worksheets
This fascinating book, designed as a companion volume to Teaching Number Sense for the later primary and early
secondary years, will help you answer these questions, and more.

What is number sense? The term "number sense" is a relatively new one in mathematics education. It is
difficult to define precisely, but broadly speaking, it refers to "a well organised conceptual framework of
number information that enables a person to understand numbers and number relationships and to solve
mathematical problems that are not bound by traditional algorithms" Bobis, These skills are considered
important because they contribute to general intuitions about numbers and lay the foundation for more
advanced skills. Researchers have linked good number sense with skills observed in students proficient in the
following mathematical activities: How does number sense begin? An intuitive sense of number begins at a
very early age. As mental powers develop, usually by about the age of four, groups of four can be recognised
without counting. It is thought that the maximum number for subitising, even for most adults, is five.
Therefore, it may be possible to recognise more than five objects if they are arranged in a particular way or
practice and memorisation takes place. A simple example of this is six dots arranged in two rows of three, as
on dice or playing cards. Because this image is familiar, six can be instantly recognised when presented this
way. Usually, when presented with more than five objects, other mental strategies must be utilised. For
example, we might see a group of six objects as two groups of three. Each group of three is instantly
recognised, then very quickly virtually unconsciously combined to make six. In this strategy no actual
counting of objects is involved, but rather a part-part-whole relationship and rapid mental addition is used.
This type of mathematical thinking has already begun by the time children begin school and should be
nurtured because it lays the foundation for understanding operations and in developing valuable mental
calculation strategies. What teaching strategies promote early number sense? Learning to count with
understanding is a crucial number skill, but other skills, such as perceiving subgroups, need to develop
alongside counting to provide a firm foundation for number sense. By simply presenting objects such as
stamps on a flashcard in various arrangements, different mental strategies can be prompted. This arrangement
is obviously a little more complex than two groups of three. So different arrangements will prompt different
strategies, and these strategies will vary from person to person. If mental strategies such as these are to be
encouraged and just counting discouraged then an element of speed is necessary. Seeing the objects for only a
few seconds challenges the mind to find strategies other than counting. It is also important to have children
reflect on and share their strategies Presmeg, ; Mason, This is helpful in three ways: To begin with, early
number activities are best done with moveable objects such as counters, blocks and small toys. Most children
will need the concrete experience of physically manipulating groups of objects into sub-groups and combining
small groups to make a larger group. Dot cards are simply cards with dot stickers of a single colour stuck on
one side. However, any markings can be used. Self-inking stamps are fast when making a lot of cards. The
important factors in the design of the cards are the number of dots and the arrangement of these dots. The
various combinations of these factors determine the mathematical structure of each card, and hence the types
of number relations and mental strategies prompted by them. Consider each of the following arrangements of
dots before reading further. What mental strategies are likely to be prompted by each card? What order would
you place them in according to level of difficulty? Card A is the classic symmetrical dice and playing card
arrangement of five and so is often instantly recognised without engaging other mental strategies. It is perhaps
the easiest arrangement of five to deal with. Card B presents clear sub-groups of two and three, each of which
can be instantly recognised. A linear arrangement is the one most likely to prompt counting. However, many
people will mentally separate the dots into groups of two and three, as in the previous card. Card D could be
called a random arrangement, though in reality it has been quite deliberately organised to prompt the mental
activity of sub-grouping. There are a variety of ways to form the sub-groups, with no prompt in any particular
direction, so this card could be considered to be the most difficult one in the set. Obviously, using fewer than
five dots would develop the most basic number sense skills, and using more than five dots would provide
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opportunities for more advanced strategies. However, it is probably not useful to use more than ten dots. Cards
such as these can be shown briefly to children, then the children asked how many dots they saw. The children
should be asked to explain how they perceived the arrangement, and hence what strategies they employed.
What games can assist development of early number sense? Games can be very useful for reinforcing and
developing ideas and procedures previously introduced to children. Several demonstration games should be
played, until the children become comfortable with the rules and procedures of the games. Deal and Copy
years players Materials: One child deals out one card face up to each other player. The dealer checks each
result, then deals out a new card to each player, placing it on top of the previous card. The children then
rearrange their counters to match the new card. This continues until all the cards have been used. The
prediction is checked by the dealer, by observing whether counters need to be taken away or added. Increase
the number of dots on the cards. Memory Match years 2 players Materials: For example, a pair for 5 might be
Card A and Card B from the set above. Spread all the cards out face down. The first player turns over any two
cards. If they are a pair i. If they are not a pair, both cards are turned back down in their places. The second
player then turns over two cards and so on. When all the cards have been matched, the player with more pairs
wins. Use a greater number of dots on the cards. Pair a dot card with a numeral card. A pack of 20 to 30 dot
cards 1 to 10 dots in dice and regular patterns , counters. Spread out 10 cards face down and place the rest of
the cards in a pile face down. The first player turns over the top pile card and places beside the pile. The player
works out the difference between the number of dots on each card, and takes that number of counters. If one
card showed 3 dots and the other 8, the player would take 5 counters. The spread card is turned face down
again in its place and the next player turns the top pile card and so on. Play continues until all the pile cards
have been used. The winner is the player with the most counters; therefore the strategy is to remember the
value of the spread cards so the one that gives the maximum difference can be chosen. Roll a die instead of
using pile cards. Start with a set number of counters say 20 , so that when all the counters have been claimed
the game ends. Use dot cards with random arrangements of dots. The effect of instruction on the development
of computation estimation strategies. Mathematics Education Research Journal , 3, Visualisation and the
development of number sense with kindergarten children. The development of computational estimation:
Cognition and Instruction , 7, Assessment of a problem-centred second-grade mathematics project. Journal for
Research in Mathematics Education , 22, A part-part-whole curriculum for teaching number to kindergarten.
Journal for Research in Mathematics Education , 21, Characteristics of unskilled and skilled mental
calculators. Journal for Research in Mathematics Education , 18, Doing and construing mathematics in screen
space, In Perry, B. Parts, wholes, and place value: Arithmetic Teacher , 36, Mental computation and number
comparison: Their roles in the development of number sense and computational estimation. Research Agenda
for Mathematics Education: Number Concepts and Operations in the Middle Grades pp. Visualisation in high
school mathematics. For the Learning of Mathematics , 6 3 , Using number sense to develop mental
computation and computational estimation.
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7: Miss Giraffe's Class: Building Number Sense in First Grade
Developing Number Sense in the Middle Grades by Barbara J. Reys, , available at Book Depository with free delivery
worldwide.

Characteristics of unskilled and skilled mental calculators. Journal for Research in Mathematics Education, 18,
Parts, wholes, and place value: What is Number Sense in Children? Having a sense of how numbers work is a
very broad topic that covers all numerical thinking. Knowing the why of how numbers work is of utmost
importance, and children should not be shown the how until they understand the "why. Inquiry-based
approaches such as math dice games to teaching children mathematics should be utilized as primary teaching
methods in the early grades. This is not to say that explicit teaching of sense of numbers skills is not essential,
especially for those students from low socio-economic status. We absolutely need to do this. It is saying that
teachers should provide multiple opportunities for students to experience numbers and make connections
before putting the pencil to paper. Please comment on this page and share it, then go check out some
Halloween number sense activities. Carefully consider your objectives and the type of learners in your room
when choosing a math game to include. NCTM also suggests you consider: Link school math to real-world
experiences Present students with situations that relate to both inside and outside classroom experiences.
Students need to recognize that numbers are useful for solving problems. Model different computing methods
Focus on what methods make sense for different situations. There is no one right way to compute. We need
our students to be flexible thinkers. Mental Math Real life requires mental computation. Students need to be
able to move numbers around in their heads and discuss their strategies. Discuss Strategies Students must be
able to explain their reasoning. This not only will give you insight into how they think, but also will help the
children to cement their own ideas and reevaluate them. The focus in on multiple ways of thinking to arrive at
an answer. Students can even submit them to the site and a best strategy is chosen each month. Estimate This
should be embedded in problem solving. This is not referring to textbook rounding. Real life estimation is
about making sense of a problem and using anchor numbers to base reasoning on. Constantly probing sends
several important messages: Measuring Activities When teaching children mathematics, measuring activities
should be front and center. Make students verify estimates through doing. These are great to use for
differentiation, take little prep work and kids love them. A gift to you from Primary Education Oasis! Like
what you Read?
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8: Student-Centered Math Lessons - Maneuvering the Middle
Defines number sense and gives suggestions and activities for teachers to use in helping students develop number
sense, including using process questions, using writing assignments, encouraging invented methods, using appropriate
calculation tools, helping students establish benchmarks, and promoting internal questioning.

Please note there is a week delivery period for this title. Once you have successfully made your exam-copy
request, you will receive a confirmation email explaining that your request is awaiting approval. On approval,
you will either be sent the print copy of the book, or you will receive a further email containing the link to
allow you to download your eBook. For more information, visit our exam-copy area. Please note that we
currently support the following browsers: Internet Explorer 9, 10 and 11; Chrome latest version, as it auto
updates ; Firefox latest version, as it auto updates ; and Safari latest version, as it auto updates. For any other
requests or concerns, please contact your Account Manager. How do children develop number sense? What
are the most effective teaching methods and resources? How can research findings inform classroom practice?
This fascinating book, designed as a companion volume to Teaching Number Sense for the later primary and
early secondary years, will help you answer these questions, and more. She uses a balance of theory and
practice to help teachers deal with the problems and issues they encounter on a day-to-day basis in
mathematics teaching, including examples for use specifically in the classroom. This book will prove essential
reading for trainee and established mathematics teachers alike. Table of contents Chapter 1: Numeracy in the
21st century. Understanding Numbers Chapter 3: Making Sense of the Operations Chapter 4: Developing
Additive Thinking Chapter 5: Developing Muliplicative Thinking Chapter 6: Calculating with Measures
Chapter 7: Decimals, Fractions and Percentages Chapter 8: For information on how we process your data, read
our Privacy Policy.
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9: Developing Number Sense: Progression in the Middle Years: Julia Anghileri: Continuum
Mental computation and number comparison: Their roles in the development of number sense and computational
estimation. In Heibert & Behr (Eds.). Research Agenda for Mathematics Education: Number Concepts and Operations in
the Middle Grades (pp. ).

Determining the reasonableness of results; Prediction; Reflection 1. Students in your class that have good
number sense would demonstrate most of the following characteristics: Possess a number of different ways
that they could select from for completing calculations 4. The ability to select an appropriate strategy for
solving a calculation or problem 4. Be able to check answers via a number of different strategies, such as with
a calculator, paper and pencil or with mental computation 4. Use estimates to gain a rough idea of an answer
and know when estimating is effective 2. Generally possess a feeling of competence and comfort with
numbers in a variety of contexts 1. The ability to make sense of varied number situations 2. Determine
reasonableness of answers and results 2. Know of the relationships that can occur between numbers, such as
with the four operations of addition, subtraction, multiplication and division and how individual numbers can
relate to others in a variety of ways 1. Students in your class that have poor number sense would demonstrate
the following characteristics: Rely heavily on paper and pencil and calculators for performing simple
calculations in varied situations, such as determining half price of an item in a shop or using a standard
algorithm for a calculation that could be completed mentally 4. Does not check to see if the answer obtained
would be reasonable, or in other words if it is a realistic possibility 2. Does not use estimation prior to
completing a calculation, therefore does not have an idea of whether or not the answer obtained would be
logical. May have a limited number of strategies to select from that can be used to solve problems or complete
calculations. This could lead to the selection of an inappropriate strategy for the situation. Portray a negative
attitude towards mathematics and generally have a feeling of unease. Unsure of how numbers can relate to one
another. For example does not use subtraction and addition or multiplication and division interchangeably.
Provide many opportunities for your students to make estimations prior to completing a calculation.
Opportunities to estimate should also be provided in varied situations. Before your students complete
calculations with the aid of pen and paper or calculators allow them to use mental computation. Provide
opportunities for students to discuss how they found an answer and what they actually did in their head.
Emphasise the relationships between numbers that students used. Provide many opportunities that connect
mathematics to the real world, inside and outside the classroom. This could be achieved in a number of ways,
such as: Students should be exposed to many different strategies that they can then select from to solve a
problem or determine an answer to a calculation. This could also include knowing which strategy would be
best suited for a particular situation. Make available many opportunities for students to discuss the different
ways they use to compute in varied situations. Encourage students to explain their reasoning out loud so that
other students are exposed to many different ways. For example how many different ways they could add two
numbers, or the different ways that people determine the football scores 6 goals, 5 behinds, how many points
scored altogether? The abovementioned activities are effective as they: Students become exposed to many
different ways that problems and calculations could be solved.
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